To: T10 Technical Committee
From: Cris Simpson, Intel Corp. cris.simpson@intel.com
Date: 28 September 2001
Subject: SRP Teleconference Minutes - 28 September 2001

Revision History
Revision 0 - Initial version

Attendees
John Carrier Adaptec
Rob Elliott Compaq
Ed Gardner Ophidian
Rob Haydt Microsoft
Nathan Ober Microsoft
George Penokie Tivoli
Cris Simpson Intel
John Tyndall Crossroads

Meeting started at 9:15 am PDT.

RobH: Leave SvcID alone, use SvcName, plan for additonal “:xxx” extensions
Ed: Remove ‘NCITS’
Endorsed as modified in discussion.- Ed will generate Rev0, include in SRPv10

2. Choice of IB Reference?
Version 1.0a

3. Third-party behavior
Will let SPC-3 handle

4. Consideration of removal of concept of processor unit
Agreed - will remove processor unit concept

5. Consideration of explicitly including redirection
Agreed that this seems like a good idea.

6. Consideration of memory handle definition in IB.
(Previously agreed)

7. Review document changes that Ed Gardner identifies as requiring review
None identified.

Group asks Ed to do his best to get Rev10 by Tuesday/Wednesday.

Meeting adjourned at 10:15 PDT.

ACTION ITEMS

Item 5: Cris will look up text values instead of numerics for redirection and send to Ed.

Ed will have Rev10 out next week